
The university does not live with its back turned to any uncertainty, to any
concern, to any of mankind's need. It is not its mission to offer immediate solutions.
But in studying these problems with scientific depth, it must also move hearts, fight
passivity, awaken sleeping forces, and form citizens desirous of constructing a more
just society. In this way it will contribute with its universal work to lowering the
barriers that prevent mutual understanding among men, to alleviating fear of an
uncertain future, to fostering, by its love for truth, justice and freedom, authentic peace
and concord among peoples and nations (St. Josemaría Escrivá, Address at the
University of Navarra, October 7, 1972).

1. Introduction

This study will consider some questions often pondered by those who
work in universities with a Catholic inspiration: What does a university's
“Catholic identity” mean? What are its main manifestations? How should it
influence the activities of those who work there? How can this identity be
successfully communicated? 1

These and similar questions can be answered in various ways, depending
on one's viewpoint: historical, juridical, theological, etc. Here we are going to
adopt the viewpoint of institutional communication, understood as the
process whereby the identity of an institution is formulated in an explicit way,
expressed in its corporative culture and public discourse, and projected exter-
nally in its public image.2

Adopting the perspective of communication will enable us to focus the
topic of identity in a practical way: how should a university inspired by
Catholicism be viewed by the professionals who run it, the communications
media, and its students and alumni.
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1. We will use the phrases “Catholic identity” and “Catholic inspiration” interchangeably in this
essay. 

2. See José Manuel Mora (ed.), Diez Ensayos Sobre Comunicación Institucional, EUNSA,
Pamplona, 2009.
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This is not the moment to consider the historical origin of the university,
but we should recall that, born in the thirteenth century in old Europe, univer-
sities arose out of the theological studies conducted in the monasteries and
great religious orders.3 Over time, academic centers were created and the uni-
versity came into being. The first faculties, centered on theology, the humani-
ties, medicine and law, were expanded as new disciplines were incorporated.

The direction of a university is marked by its origin and also by the juridi-
cal form it adopts. Here, in a very compressed synthesis, we would like to dis-
tinguish three kinds of universities:4

a)   Ecclesiastical universities, erected or approved by the hierarchy of the
Church, in which ecclesiastical subjects such as theology and canon law are
taught, and in which the formation of priests and candidates for the priesthood
is a fundamental part of its mission;5

b)  Catholic universities, also erected or approved by the hierarchy of the
Church, in which non-ecclesiastical subjects are studied as well. These univer-
sities are run by Catholic institutions or by lay faithful, who request the
approval of the competent ecclesiastical authority. With the required authori-
zation, the condition of being a Catholic university is established by its name,
by its statutes, or through a formal juridical commitment;6

c) Finally, universities whose outlook is equally Catholic, but which are
constituted without “the formal elements proper to the canonical notion of a
Catholic university.7 That is to say, they do not depend on the ecclesiastical
hierarchy, nor do they have the official status or the name of “Catholic.” It is
these universities that we will call universities of Catholic inspiration.8 
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3. See, for example, Jacques Le Goff, Los intelectuales en la Edad Media, Barcelona, 1986; Charles H.
Haskins, The Renaissance of the Twelfth Century, Cambridge, Mass., 1927 (“The Beginnings of
Universities,” pp. 368-398); Christopher Dawson, Religion and the Rise of Western Culture, Garden City,
NY 1957. 

4. See Code of Canon Law, canons 807-831. The distinction between ecclesiastical universities,
Catholic universities and those with a Catholic inspiration, deserves a broader development. Carlos
José Errázuriz deals with this question from the perspective of canon law in “Las iniciativas apostóli-
cas de los fieles en el ámbito de la educación,” Romana 11 (1990/2) pp. 279-294. See also Iñigo
Martínez-Echevarría, La relación de la Iglesia con la Universidad en los discursos de Juan Pablo II y
Benedicto XVI: una nueva aproximación jurídica, Edusc, Rome 2010. 

5. The Apostolic Constitution Sapientia Christiana, promulgated by John Paul II in 1979, deals
with these ecclesiastical universities.

6. The Apostolic Constitution Ex Corde Ecclesiae, promulgated by John Paul II in 1990, is direct-
ed to these Catholic universities.

7. José Antonio Silva Garcia, “La identidad de la Universidad católica,” in Cuadernos Doctorales,
School of Canon Law, Publishing Service of the University of Navarra, Pamplona 2009, p. 308. 

8. The existence of these universities is foreseen in can. 808 of the Code of Canon Law. Number 24
of the Second Vatican Council's Decree Apostolica Actuositatem also applies to these universities. As St.
Josemaría Escrivá pointed out, “The Council did not intend to declare that confessional centers of teach-
ing were outdated. It simply wanted to make clear that there is another way (which is also more necessary
and universal, and which has been lived for many years by the members of Opus Dei), for Christians to be
present in the field of education: the free initiative of Catholic citizens who are teachers by profession and
who work both in State schools and private centers” (Conversations, no. 81). The underlining is ours.
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The reflections contained in the following pages refer chiefly to this third
kind of university. St. Josemaría described these initiatives as works “of
human, cultural, and social promotion, carried out by citizens who try to illu-
minate them with the light of the Gospel and warm them with the love of
Christ.” 9 Similarly, Álvaro del Portillo characterized them as universities
that strive to “make, as an institution, a Christian contribution to the devel-
opment of culture.” 10

2. Identity

A. Features that define a university 

Universities of Catholic inspiration are, above all, universities in the full
sense of the term. Their mission does not modify but rather reinforces their
nature as a university: first and foremost, a university inspired by Catholicism
seeks to be a good university. Consequently, it could be useful here to highlight
some of the key features that should characterize any university, transcending
differences among countries and cultures.

The core principles of the “Magna Charta of European Universities” that
was signed on September 18, 1988, on the occasion of the ninth centennial of
the founding of the University of Bologna, can serve as a useful reference here.11

In line with that Charta we can list five features that should characterize
any university.

a)    Seeking and transmitting the truth: the university is the result of the
joint work of professors who carry out research, teach, and share their discov-
eries, and students who learn and incorporate the knowledge, attitudes, and
habits necessary for their profession and life. The university is the privileged
place for rigorous study and research, posing questions in every field of human
knowledge. The university recognizes the methodology proper to each disci-
pline, while also inviting dialogue among the various realms of knowledge.
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9. Conversations, no. 119. Regarding the teachings of St. Josemaría Escrivá in this area, see Francisco
Ponz Piedrafita, Reflexiones sobre el quehacer universitario, EUNSA, Pamplona 1988. Also Alejandro
Llano, “The University and Unity of Life: Blessed Josemaría Escrivá's Vision,” Romana 30 (2000/1) pp. 112
ff.

10. See Josemaría Escrivá de Balaguer y la Universidad, EUNSA, Pamplona 1992, Prologue.
11. In that document the European university presidents declared the following: “1) The universi-

ty is an autonomous institution at the heart of societies differently organized because of geography and
historical heritage; it produces, examines, appraises and hands down culture through research and
teaching. To meet the needs of the world around it, its research and teaching must be morally and intel-
lectually independent of all political authority and economic power. 2) Teaching and research in uni-
versities must be inseparable if their teaching is not to lag behind changing needs, the demands of soci-
ety, and advances in scientific knowledge. 3) Freedom in research and training is the fundamental prin-
ciple of university life, and governments and universities, each as far as in them lies, must ensure
respect for this fundamental requirement. Rejecting intolerance and always open to dialogue, a univer-
sity is an ideal meeting-ground for teachers capable of imparting their knowledge and well equipped to
develop it by research and innovation and students entitled, able, and willing to enrich their minds with
that knowledge. 4) A university is the trustee of the European humanist tradition; its constant care is to
attain universal knowledge; to fulfill its vocation it transcends geographical and political frontiers, and
affirms the vital need for different cultures to know and influence each other.”
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The principal intellectual legacy that the university fosters is the habit of seek-
ing the truth, never being satisfied with superficial answers.

b)  Universality: as its very name indicates, the university implies a univer-
sal mentality, open to other persons, ideas and cultures. The international char-
acter of the university enriches its points of view and relations between profes-
sors and students from different countries and traditions. Universality also
implies openness to interdisciplinary efforts and humility with respect to the
limits of one's own discipline.

c) Freedom: by its very nature, the university requires independence
from political and economic powers, autonomy in the face of conflicting
interests, so that research and teaching will develop in accord with sound
educational principles. Freedom within the institution is also a requisite for
university work.

d) Harmony: while broadening intellectual and cultural horizons, the
university also teaches one how to get along with people who have different
viewpoints. The university by its very nature requires a climate of mutual assis-
tance and respect. Being a member of a university requires knowing how to
understand others and live in harmony.

e) Service: the university strives to recognize the needs of the society in
which it is immersed and to provide adequate solutions. Besides the service
provided by contributing to the education of young people and assisting the
advancement of human knowledge, universities transmit knowledge that rep-
resents a varied and constant service to society.

All these features show the Christian influence that lies at the heart of the
origin of the university,12 which have come to form part of the patrimony of
all universities.

B. Elements characterizing a university inspired by Catholicism

We will now look at some features that should configure the Catholic
identity of a university in a practical and tangible way.13 First of all, the har-
mony between faith and reason, manifested in what we could call “creative
fidelity” to the Church's message. Then we will look at the relationship
between a personal and corporate Catholic identity.
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12. Ana Marta Gonzalez points to this reality in “La identidad de la institución universitaria,”
Aceprensa, Madrid, December 1, 2010. 

13. A multidisciplinary contribution on these topics can be found in Antonio Aranda (ed.), Identidad
cristiana: Coloquios universitarios, EUNSA, Pamplona 2007. Maria Garcia-Amilburu synthesizes the
content of the addresses of Benedict XVI in “La misión de la Universidad en y para el siglo XXI en los
textos recientes de Benedicto XVI,” published in Estudios sobre Educación, Publication Service of the
University of Navarra, Pamplona, 18/2010, pp. 277-293.

14. Homily at El Escorial, August 19, 2011. 
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a) Harmony between faith and reason

Benedict XVI stresses that “it was not by accident that the Church pro-
moted the universities, for Christian faith speaks to us of Christ as the Word
through whom all things were made (cf. Jn 1:3) and of men and women as
made in the image and likeness of God. The Gospel message perceives a
rationality inherent in creation and considers man as a creature participating
in, and capable of attaining to, an understanding of this rationality.” 14

As John Paul II explains in his Encyclical Fides et Ratio, faith broadens rea-
son and gives it wings; it leads reason to grasp more deeply the meaning of man
and the world, and frees it from the limits of the merely empirical.

Here we can pose an important question: Is it possible to simultaneously
respect the integrity of faith and the integrity of human knowing? Isn’t faith a
brake on research, impeding reason from advancing courageously in search of
the truth?

In his book Truth and Tolerance,15 Cardinal Ratzinger points out that faith
is not identified with a specific cultural entity—an ethnic identity, a country, a
language—but that it exists in various cultural entities: “as a Christian, one
remains a Frenchman or a German, an American or an Indian.” Thus a
Christian “lives within two cultural entities: in his historical culture and in the
new one of faith, which meet and mingle in him.”

The dominant cultural entity in certain epochs has been ethnicity; at other
times the nation. While in today’s world, more and more so, it is one’s profession:
a European doctor has many points in common with an American doctor; and the
same can be said of a professor or a writer. In any case, returning to Cardinal
Ratzinger’s point, for a Christian, this existing together—as a Frenchman  and a
Catholic, as a doctor and a Catholic—“will never be a complete synthesis; it brings
with it the need for continuing processes of reconciliation and purification.” One
could even say that, while always avoiding the temptation of a complete rupture,
“the tension itself is productive, renewing faith and healing the culture.”

We shouldn’t be surprised here by the use of the word “tension.” The
attempt to be fully part of a university and fully Catholic is a difficult one,
which can only be resolved within one’s own conscience, through the growth of
both one’s Catholic maturity and professional maturity. Both need to develop in
harmony, so that the tension is a fruitful one, renewing faith and healing human
knowledge and culture.

Creating the required conditions for this fruitful dialogue between faith and
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15. See Joseph Cardinal  Ratzinger, Truth and Tolerance, Ignatius Press 2004, pp. 68-70.
16. See Conversations, no. 73.
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reason, between theology and the other fields of human knowing, forms part of
the mission of any university, and is an unshirkable goal of a university inspired
by Catholicism. This requires that theology be taught at the same scientific level
as other disciplines 16 and that it be open to the problems they raise; it also
requires that the other disciplines be open to epistemological, anthropological
and ethical questions that profoundly affect the human person. This dialogue,
not exempt from tensions, broadens the horizon of the human knowing and frees
it from an overly narrow focus.

b) Faithfulness to the Catholic message

This feature of a university with a Catholic identity is perhaps the most
obvious one, at least in theory, although experience shows that is not always easy
to achieve in practice. Faithfulness here means, above all, respecting the teach-
ings of the Magisterium, both in the classes that are given and in the research
that is carried out.

Besides the need to be consistent to the principles that inspire all academic
activity, there is also a responsibility to be loyal to the people who choose a univer-
sity for its Catholic identity, and whose expectations should not be defrauded.

The Catholic Church views fidelity as being completely compatible with
freedom. Benedict XVI, when speaking to university professors, stressed “the
great value of academic freedom. In virtue of this freedom you are called to
search for the truth wherever careful analysis of evidence leads you.” 17 Here
freedom is viewed in all its nobility, as a spur to progress in knowledge, and not
as the mere absence of limits.

Benedict XVI continued: “it is also the case that any appeal to the principle
of academic freedom in order to justify positions that contradict the faith and
the teaching of the Church would obstruct or even betray the university’s iden-
tity and mission; a mission at the heart of the Church’s munus docendi and not
somehow autonomous or independent of it.” 18

Faithfulness thus entails responsibility. At the same time, it requires going ever
deeper into the Church’s teaching, since it is impossible to be in accord with what
one only knows superficially. Catholic identity is rooted in the message of Christ
set forth by the Catholic Church. Some of the elements of this message have spe-
cial relevance in the university milieu: for example, the recognition of the dignity
and centrality of the human person, created in the image of God. These truths are,
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17. Address at the Catholic University of America, April 17, 2008. In another place, Benedict XVI
pointed out that the university “must be bound exclusively to the authority of the truth. In its freedom
from political and ecclesiastical authorities, the university finds its particular function, precisely for
modern society as well, which needs an institution of this type” (La Sapienza, January 17, 2008).

18. Ibid.
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as it were, “seeds” that need to be cultivated. This is one of the active and posi-
tive dimensions of faithfulness, which should be fostered.

For a university professor, a Catholic identity is a spur to confront coura-
geously the questions that are posed by his or her field of knowledge and teaching
activity. The fidelity owed to the Magisterium by a university with a Catholic
identity is an active, dynamic, creative fidelity.

As the Pope recently recalled, “the essential task of authentic education at
every level is not simply that of passing on knowledge, essential as this is, but also
of shaping hearts.” For a university with a Catholic identity “there is a constant
need to balance intellectual rigor in communicating effectively, attractively and
integrally, the richness of the Church’s faith, with forming the young in the love of
God, the praxis of the Christian moral and sacramental life and, not least, the cul-
tivation of personal and liturgical prayer.” 19 Therefore together with the educa-
tional work of the professors (in its broadest sense, also through their personal
example), an indispensable role is also carried out by the university chaplaincy.

Here it is useful to ask: what about non-Catholics who work or study in a
university inspired by Catholicism? Or those who do not profess any religious
belief? John Paul II stressed that “these men and women offer their training and
experience in furthering the various academic disciplines or other university
tasks.” 20   And he added that they have an obligation “to recognize and respect
the distinctive Catholic identity of the University.” 21

In other words, the university is an open and inclusive educational project
that people of different religions can share in and make a valuable contribution to
the collective effort. Those from a different religious background need to express
respect and commitment to the formational work that is carried out there. And
the university, in turn, needs to respect the religious freedom of all its members:
those professing other beliefs also need to experience that spirit of freedom.

The capacity and willingness to share in the Christian foundations are a
prerequisite for working in this kind of university. Specific circumstances can
make it inadvisable to incorporate or to continue the presence of persons who,
in theory or practice, are not in harmony with the project. And in a positive
sense, it is very important to actively seek professionals who have the proper
qualifications to carry forward such an endeavor.

c) Personal and corporate Catholic identity

From the subjective point of view, “personal identity” refers to self-awareness,
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19.  Benedict XVI, Address to the members of the Conference of Catholic Bishops of the United
States (Region XIII), in their visit “ad Limina Apostolorum,” May 5, 2012.

20. Apostolic Constitution Ex Corde Ecclesiae, Part 1, no. 26.
21. Ibid., Part II, Article 4 § 4.
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to knowledge and possession of oneself. “Catholic” adds the note of “conscious
and voluntary personal adhesion to Christ and his Church.” 22 Therefore “to
be and to know oneself to be a Catholic . . . is not only belonging passively to a
religious confession, but voluntary and active participation in the life and mis-
sion of the Church.” 23

The identity of an institution depends above all on the persons who make it
up. Universities inspired by Catholicism are institutions that are given life by the
Catholics who carry out their work in a way consistent with their faith. Benedict
XVI reminded us that the Catholic identity of an educational center “is a question
of conviction—do we really believe that only in the mystery of the Word made
flesh does the mystery of man truly become clear (see Gaudium et Spes, 22)? Are we
ready to commit our entire self-intellect and will, mind and heart—to God? Do we
accept the truth Christ reveals? Is the faith tangible in our universities and schools?
Is it given fervent expression liturgically, sacramentally, through prayer, acts of
charity, a concern for justice, and respect for God’s creation? Only in this way do
we really bear witness to the meaning of who we are and what we uphold.” 24

The first condition for the configuration of the Catholic identity of a uni-
versity is the presence of Catholics—professors, other professionals, students—
who try to make these ideals a reality. Without a sufficient number of Catholics
who give it life, a university of Catholic inspiration is an illusion.

But this is not enough. To be lasting, the university’s Catholic identity has
to shape its corporate culture: its principles, its values, its professional practices,
its very style.25 The infusion of the identity into the institution’s culture gives it
unity, direction and meaning. And it makes it a lasting reality, despite the
changes in personnel that naturally occur over time. In short, the corporate cul-
ture makes the institution unique and distinguishes it from others.

3. Culture

A Catholic identity is expressed in many ways in the culture of an institution.
In the case of a university, these specific features are given expression in the activ-
ities carried out there: research, teaching, other corporate activities, relationships.

A. Research

As we have already insisted, research is a crucial task in universities with a
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22. Antonio Aranda and Alejandro Llano, “Sobre la identidad cristiana: reflexiones preliminaries,”
in Antonio Aranda  (ed.), op. cit., p. 20.

23. Ibid. 
24. Benedict XVI, Address at the Catholic University of America, Washington April 17, 2008.
25. In regard to the definition of institutional identity, see C. B. M. Van Riel and Charles J.

Fombrun, Essentials of Corporate Communication, Routledge, New York 2007. More specifically, chap-
ter 3, “Creating Identity and Identification,” pp. 61-79.
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Catholic inspiration. What makes the research carried out in these centers distinc-
tive are both the areas or topics of research and the attitudes of the researchers.26

First of all, a university’s Catholic identity is reflected in the topics of
research, since (without excluding any specific point of investigation, however
technical or neutral it might appear) these universities strive to make space for
the great questions about God, the world and man that are frequently marginal-
ized in the research carried out in other centers. Therefore the topics chosen for
research will not depend solely on external circumstances, such as the availabili-
ty of financing or areas that are currently “fashionable.” As John Paul II wrote:
“Included among its research activities, therefore, will be a study of serious con-
temporary problems in areas such as the dignity of human life, the promotion of
justice for all, the quality of personal and family life, the protection of nature, the
search for peace and political stability, a more just sharing in the world’s
resources, and a new economic and political order that will better serve the
human community at a national and international level. University research will
seek to discover the roots and causes of the serious problems of our time, paying
special attention to their ethical and religious dimensions.” 27

The research found in these centers will also have a distinctive character due
to the attitudes of those who carry it out. Among these it is worthwhile empha-
sizing the capacity for dialogue among people from different academic disci-
plines. Certainly, the effort to unify human knowledge should characterize all
universities, not just those with a Catholic orientation. But unfortunately today
this quality is being lost owing to the fragmentation of the sciences and the
trend towards progressive specialization.

If interdisciplinary openness is a feature that should mark any mature uni-
versity professor, it holds particular importance for a Catholic. 28 An interdis-
ciplinary approach is a prerequisite for the possibility of dialogue between faith
and reason, between theology, philosophy and the other fields of human knowl-
edge. It is an invitation to consider the great topics of anthropology, and
provides a vision of the whole which is a premise of a good education.
Interdisciplinary openness is shown in certain qualities such as humility, an
appreciation for the research of others, respect for different methodologies,
ability to work as a team, and a spirit of collaboration. 29
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26. A suggestive synthesis is offered by Luis Montuenga, “Buscando luz con nuevo brillo.
Investigación científica e identidad cristiana,” in Antonio Aranda (ed.), op. cit., pp. 363-379.

27. Apostolic Const. Ex Corde Ecclesiae, Part 1, no. 32.
28. “The university, for its part, must never lose sight of its particular calling to be a 'universitas' in

which the various disciplines, each in its own way, are seen as part of a greater unum. How urgent is the
need to rediscover the unity of knowledge and to counter the tendency to fragmentation and lack of com-
municability that is all too often the case in our schools!” (Benedict XVI, Speech at the Conference of
European University Instructors, Rome, June 23, 2007).

29.  “Only by putting the person at the center and making the most of dialogue and interpersonal rela-
tions can the specializing fragmentation of disciplines be overcome and the unitive perspective of knowl-
edge be recovered. Naturally, and also rightly, the disciplines tend to specialization, while what the person
needs is unity and synthesis” (Benedict XVI, Address at the University of Pavia, April 22, 2007).
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B. Teaching

Universities are called to make the students the center of their activity.
The professors aspire to leave in the students a lasting educational legacy.
John Henry Newman described this ideal succinctly: “They form a mentality
which lasts a lifetime and whose characteristics are freedom, fairness, sereni-
ty, moderation, and wisdom.” 30 

Addressing young university professors, Benedict XVI emphasized that
teaching “is not just about communicating content, but about forming young
people. You need to understand and love them, to awaken their innate thirst
for truth and their yearning for transcendence.” 31

This deep educational formation takes place first of all through the work of
teaching, which starts with the transmission of knowledge but also encourages
students to reflect on what they have learned, and to strive to acquire intellectual
and ethical habits.32 The habit of seeking the truth will be the foundation of the
students’ future professional life. In universities with a Catholic inspiration, aca-
demic formation has to be characterized by the high quality shown in the classes,
in personal study, in teamwork, in research, in extra-curricular activities.33

We have already noted that the university is a place well-suited to asking
questions. And each person feels impelled to raise the most radical and impor-
tant questions: Who am I? What is the basis of my dignity as a person? Why
does evil exist? What will make me happy? Upon the answer to these questions
depends the orientation of one’s whole existence. Hence the importance of
providing students with a solid philosophical and theological formation, which
will be a foundation for the specialized knowledge that each will acquire in
their specific field of study.34 

A sound personal relationship between professors and students can help
foster the maturing of young people. Thus academic counseling is very impor-
tant. The tutorial system, in its various forms, complements the work carried
out through classes and seminars, and adapts the general content to the needs
of each student. In the sphere of personal relationships, the example of the
instructors has great relevance. Students have a great capacity for observation,
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30. John Henry Newman, The Idea of a University, London, 1852, Part 1, discourse 5, no. 2. 
31. Benedict XVI, Address at El Escorial, August 19, 2011.
32. See Concepción Naval and Francisco Altarejos, Philosophy of Education, EUNSA, Pamplona, 2000.
33. In this sense, we can endorse the goals set forth for all Harvard students: “It heightens students'

awareness of the human and natural worlds they inhabit. It makes them more reflective about their beliefs
and choices, more self-conscious and critical of their presuppositions and motivations, more creative in
their problem-solving, more perceptive of the world around them, and more able to inform themselves
about the issues that arise in their lives, personally, professionally, and socially. College is an opportunity
to learn and reflect in an environment free from most of the constraints on time and energy that operate in
the rest of life” (Harvard University, Report of the Task Force on General Education, February 2007). 

34. See Lluis Clavell, Razón y fe en la universidad: ¿oposición o colaboración? CEU Ediciones,
2010. Among authors discussed there are Alasdair MacIntyre and Benedict Ashley.
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and they expect consistency between what is taught and what is lived, and are
always more receptive to personal witness than to theoretical discourse.

Finally, it is worthwhile mentioning here an aspect of what St. Josemaría
called the “integral formation of young personalities:” 35 the fostering of concern
for others. The participation by students in social assistance programs merits
special recognition within the university curriculum, since it sows lasting habits
among them. For many reasons, this effort to foster service towards the neediest
members of society is an essential part of all Catholic university formation.

C. Other corporate activities

The ways in which a Catholic identity is given expression in a university’s
activities are, by definition, innumerable: the work environment, the cordial
way of dealing with people, responsibility and austerity in the use of resources,
etc. Supplementary activities, including cultural and artistic events, leisure and
sports, diversion and entertainment, should also all be marked by a joyful
Christian spirit of solidarity.

But if one had to highlight a single aspect among so many, it would be the
practice of justice and charity. Besides the primary role these virtues have in the
hierarchy of Christian virtues, they deeply mark the professional, human and
social relations that arise in an institution such as a university. Charity and jus-
tice give credibility and depth to the educational task as a whole.

Each member of the university institution has an active role in helping to
shape a corporate culture: the most prestigious professors and the least experi-
enced, the administrative and service personnel, those involved in maintenance
and cleaning. This is one of the reasons why unity among all those working in a
university is so important.36 This unity of outlook is compatible with the rich-
ness and variety of personalities and backgrounds found in any university. 37

D. Relationships

Universities are not closed in on themselves; they interact in many ways
with their surroundings and are fully inserted in the society around them. They
have contacts with public authorities, with other educational and cultural insti-
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35. Josemaría Escrivá, in Josemaría Escrivá de Balaguer y la Universidad, op. cit., p. 77. 
36.  “You are the university, united in the common task of finding and transmitting the truth.

Never lose sight of the fact that unity, collaboration and mutual assistance are the essence of the uni-
versity. Unity of knowledge requires unity of persons” Javier Echevarría, “La Universidad, motivo de
esperanza,” in Var. authors, Homenaje a Álvaro del Portillo, EUNSA, Pamplona 1995, p. 126. 

37. “The university is a common home, a place of study and friendship; it is a place where one
should live in peace with people of different backgrounds and interests which at each moment are
expressions of the legitimate pluralism that exists in society” Josemaría Escrivá, in Josemaría Escrivá
de Balaguer y la Universidad, op. cit., p. 139.
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tutions, with businesses, with the media. Amid this rich web of relationships,
they act in harmony with their mission and corporate values. The principles
they uphold are the same, whether acting within or outside the university itself.
Experience shows that activities marked by hospitality and friendship are often
the first step towards grasping their Christian identity.

Here we could also mention a characteristic highlighted by St. Josemaría in
regard to the beginning of the University of Navarra: the spirit of cooperation
with other universities. The Founder of Opus Dei said that the University of
Navarra is, and sees itself as, one more among all the other Spanish universities,
and wants to contribute its grain of sand to the improvement of the university
system in the service of society.38 This attitude excludes any temptation to self-
complacency, fosters collaboration, and facilitates relationships.

Having reached this point, let us turn for a moment to the questions asked
at the start: What does a Catholic identity bring to a university? As Benedict
XVI said in his address to La Sapienza University: “What should the Pope do
or have to say in a university? Surely he should not try to impose on others, in
an authoritarian way, the faith that can only be given in freedom . . . He has the
mission of keeping awake a sensitivity towards truth.” 39

Fostering sensitivity towards truth. Isn’t this truly the deepest vocation of
any university man or woman, the essential mission of any university? Its
Catholic inspiration encourages university members to diligently seek and
transmit the truth, with a universal vision, to love personal freedom, putting the
person at the center of their work.

4. Communication

The Catholic identity of a university is made up of the ensemble of fea-
tures that determine its way of being, its institutional culture. These features
are usually known implicitly. Communication consists precisely in making the
implicit explicit by means of words and deeds. Because its Catholic identity
has a public character, those who work in these universities have to know and
respect its identity, to the extent that they participate in its educational task.
Those who wish to study there have the right to be informed before they
enroll. With respect to society in general, transparency is today an essential
requisite for the functioning of institutions. In all these dimensions, both
internal and external, the work of communication has to be planned in an
organic, consistent and well thought out way. It cannot be left to improvisa-
tion. We will now look at some practical questions related to the communica-
tion of a Catholic identity, both within and outside the university.
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38. See Josemaría Escrivá de Balaguer y la Universidad, op. cit., p. 64.
39. Given on January 17, 2008.
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A. Mission statement

The first expression of the identity of a university inspired by Catholicism
is found in the juridical texts, in the statutes by which it is governed, as well as
in the contracts, agreements or covenants that establish, if such is the case, its
connection with the Church. In addition, the identity is expressed in its state-
ment of principles or mission statement, which sums up the mission and val-
ues of the institution. This informative document should be brief, clear and
easily understandable.

Mission statements usually include three types of content: generic
aspects common to all universities, specific features common to all universi-
ties of Catholic inspiration, and particular characteristics proper to each
institution.

In accord with its informative purpose, the mission statement should be
known to everyone in the university community. For those who work in the
university, it constitutes a kind of pact or commitment between the parties
regarding work and discipline; but above all this statement contributes to the
definition of the collective endeavor. For the students and their families, it is
an essential informative element, even before applying for admission: its
knowledge allows an informed decision to be made. The failure to communi-
cate these principles could lead to misunderstandings if the student, upon
arrival at the university, encounters something different from what was
expected.

In summary, the mission statement is a fundamental document from the
point of view of both internal and external communication, the “first word” of
its public discourse, of its institutional “narrative.”

B. Dialogue

A Catholic identity by its very nature tends towards dialogue. As Karol
Wojtyla said: “Being a Catholic means being convinced of the truth of revela-
tion and of the possibility of dialogue.” 40 The great value given to reason in a
Christian anthropology, the conviction that human intelligence can attain the
truth, the firmness with which Christians defend their own freedom and that
of others, all foster an attitude open to dialogue.

This openness to dialogue raises some practical dilemmas for universities
with a Catholic identity. To what extent should the doors of a Catholic uni-
versity be open to people who dissent from Catholic doctrine and morals,
whether theoretically or in their behavior? If a university applies overly broad
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40. Karol Wojtyla, Alle fonti del rinnovamento, Libreria Editrice Vaticana, Rome 1981, original edi-
tion 1972. On dialogue, see: Juan Manuel Mora, “Dar razón de la fe: pensar, dialogar, comunicar,” in
Antonio Aranda (ed.), op. cit., 281-289.
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criteria here, how can one avoid negative repercussions, especially on the stu-
dents? But if one is too restrictive, how can a university avoid isolating itself,
and as a result fail to influence positively the common search for knowledge?
We are not referring here to the hiring of those who find themselves in these
circumstances (a question we have dealt with earlier), but to invitations
extended to take part in activities, conferences and debates.

These dilemmas make clear the existence of an inevitable tension and the
need for a constant exercise of prudence. Therefore, perhaps it is worthwhile
formulating some general guidelines:

a) In first place, institutions with a Catholic identity are exposed to two
simultaneous risks: on the one hand, the danger of watering down this iden-
tity through a mistaken concept of dialogue, as though dialogue required
renouncing one’s own convictions; and on the other, the danger of irrele-
vance, through an excessive tendency to isolation or an incapacity to grasp
the reasoning of others. Prudence is shown in finding a way to skirt both
dangers.

b) Moreover, in public debates between educated persons, one does not
persuade by merely setting forth one’s own convictions or arguments. One
needs to submit to the “trial” of dialogue, developing argumentative skills and
accepting the open and progressive character of the forming of opinions.41

Thus just as it is logical to hope that non-believing scientists will stay within
the limits of their specialty, and not apply to philosophical or theological
questions the methodology proper to the experimental sciences, so too a be-
liever who wants to debate a scientific question needs to respect the method-
ology of the corresponding field of knowledge. For example, if a debate is
planned about the constitutionality of a law regarding abortion, one needs to
first know the fundamentals of constitutional law; and the same is true if the
discussion is centered on the medical or political aspects of the question.42

c) Finally, we should not forget that dialogue implies before all else a
relationship between persons. The radiation of the Christian spirit is not an
ideological or intellectual work, nor much less a political debate. The external
projection of Christian identity often takes place through personal relation-
ships. As we have seen in regard to interdisciplinary dialogue, the human sci-
ences tend towards separation, while persons tend towards unity.

These guidelines can be useful for making prudent and successful decisions
when dilemmas such as those we have mentioned are posed.
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41. The first Encyclical of Paul VI, Ecclesiam Suam, published in 1964, continues to be a key ref-
erence point for these questions. 

42. See Pontifical Council of Culture and the Diocese of Rome, La Universidad por un Nuevo
humanismo, Rome 1999, pp. 15-16.
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C. Audience addressed

The Catholic identity of a university is communicated through concentric
circles. In first place, it has to be known by those who work in the institution.
In a certain sense, an institution is the group of people who make it up; it is
they who imprint a style, and express the identity in a lived culture. They are
the spokespersons and ambassadors of the organization. Therefore internal
communication is always the first phase in the process of corporate commu-
nication.

Together with the professors and professionals who work in the universi-
ty, other groups form part of the “internal public,” 43 including the students,
alumni and benefactors. Those who feel the responsibility of helping to sus-
tain the academic center financially have the right to be informed periodical-
ly. Also included here would be the families of the students, who merit a spe-
cial type of communication.

Among those addressed are also the collaborators of the university. This
includes, for example, the suppliers, especially those who provide services that
entail a direct relationship with other members of the academic community.
Here we can also include the businesses with which the university has agree-
ments and the institutions that provide some form of assistance. These too
need to be informed about the characteristics of the university, since they
form, in the broad sense, part of the educational process. By way of example
one might mention the employees of companies subcontracted for cleaning,
security, or other kinds of service: these are professionals who may have fre-
quent contact with and more than a little influence on the students.

The external public includes the other universities, and other educational
and cultural institutions in the area, the public authorities and regulatory
agencies, the media, the shapers of public opinion, and finally society in gen-
eral. A special mention should be made of potential students, and particular-
ly their families, who have a decisive role in the choice of an educational cen-
ter and receive its publications with interest.

All of these audiences addressed in the process of communication can
also be called “shareholders” or “interest groups”: people who are in some way
affected by the decisions or activities of an institution, or whose decisions
and actions can have an affect on the organization. To communicate ade-
quately with them, the institution needs to identify them clearly, to know
their specific needs and demands, so as to be able to respond to them effec-
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43. The use of the term “participants” to refer to the members of an organization may be more use-
ful than that of an “internal public” See Alfonso Nieto, Economia della comunicazione istituzionale,
FrancoAngeli, Milan 2006.
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tively. This is also true when striving to communicate the university’s
Catholic identity.

D. Principles

Communication is effective to the extent that it has a clear and consistent
message and aim. In contrast, it is ineffective if it is done in a disjointed way,
no matter how much creativity may be involved. This is especially important
when it comes to communicating the university’s Catholic identity, a task that
has a certain complexity and more than a few nuances.

Here we will enumerate six principles of sound communication, derived
both from the nature of the process of institutional communication and from
the dynamics involved in transmitting the Christian message:

a) Transparency: the first form of transparency is to communicate one’s
identity, taking into account the audience addressed. This requires giving a
clear account of one’s mission statement and explaining its implications. There
also is another form of transparency, a more subtle one, which consists in mak-
ing known the criteria that are being followed in informing on one’s motives
and goals and on the Christian formation one is trying to impart, so that it is
clear there are no hidden agendas. In short, one needs to explain clearly what
one is doing and also why one is doing it. Transparency creates a climate of
freedom and trust.

b) Consistency: the most effective communication is that which is verified
by deeds, more than by words: the decisions, the style, the customs, the envi-
ronment of the institution.44 The consistent and exemplary lives of the profes-
sionals involved have much greater communicative effectiveness than declara-
tions of principles. One must not forget that the “mission statement” tries to
express in words a reality, a culture, a way of being and working. Consistency
gives credibility to communication.

c) Suitability: in the task of communicating it is necessary to adapt oneself
to one’s audience. The professors, students, parents, etc., each have their own
needs that one must meet in a suitable way, with a content, language and
channel appropriate for each case.

d) Continuity: the relationships a university maintains with many people
have a lasting character and are prolonged over a large stretch of time. Therefore
the communication plans need to be progressive in nature. The content can be
transmitted little by little, during the time that the relationship lasts, so that it
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44. See Francisco Javier Pérez-Lattre, “Algunas ideas sobre la transmisión de valores,” in Antonio
Aranda (ed.), op. cit., pp. 291-297.
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is understood and assimilated in depth. The information given at a particular
moment, for example, when a student or professional is incorporated to the uni-
versity, would be of little value if there was a lack of continuity. Isolated infor-
mation has only fleeting effects.

e) Participation: the communication of a Catholic identity does not have a
merely informative purpose; it represents an invitation to share in the educa-
tional project. One needs to try to avoid divisions being set up between the pro-
fessionals working there, invisible walls that separate those who are more active
in respect to the mission statement from those who view themselves as mere
spectators. All form part of the endeavor, each in his or her own way. The active
participation of everyone helps in the fulfillment of the corporative mission.

f ) Freedom: a Catholic identity entails beliefs, convictions and attitudes, and
therefore has to be communicated and received in a context of freedom. The
more relevant the personal implications are of what one wishes to transmit, the
more respectful has to be the way of communicating it.

E) Actions

It is impossible to offer an exhaustive and generic list of communication
activities suitable for transmitting a Catholic identity. Each university has its
own characteristics and every group of professionals presents specific needs.

Perhaps it would be more useful to propose a simple outline that could
facilitate the task of transmission and give it a certain organic character. It is
a matter of identifying, on the one hand, the audience being addressed (pro-
fessionals, students, graduates, communications media, etc.); and, on the other
hand, various “modes” for the communication process, which entail different
channels and attitudes:

a) Informative mode: the most basic way to communicate one’s Catholic
identity is to transmit clear and objective information to all the interested par-
ties. To the professionals, students and other members of the “internal public,”
since it is a key element to their connection with the university. And to the
external public, by means of brochures, informative sessions, or web pages, for
all who might be interested.

b) Reflective mode: the characteristics of the university institution and the
nature of its Catholic identity make it necessary, besides giving information,
to create spaces for reflection—seminars, debates, conferences, lectures—
where it is possible to go more deeply into the content of what is communi-
cated, share questions, seek answers. The dialogue between faith and reason is
not something theoretical, but is made concrete in an open conversation, from
which new light will always arise.
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c) Formative mode: an essential activity of universities with a Catholic identity
is pastoral work. Pope John Paul II stressed the need “to promote the pastoral care
of all members of the university community, and to be especially attentive to the
spiritual development of those who are Catholics. Priority is to be given to those
means which will facilitate the integration of human and professional education
with religious values in the light of Catholic doctrine, in order to unite intellectu-
al learning with the religious dimension of life.” 45 Each university establishes the
proper means to carry out this task, in accord with its possibilities and needs, and
the indications of the competent authority: liturgical and sacramental life, spiritu-
al retreats, etc. In this area the university chaplaincies carry out an essential role.

d) Popularizing mode: with activities suited to their nature, such as cultur-
al outreach and intervention in public debates, universities with a Catholic
inspiration exercise a broad sphere of influence, especially in the key topics
mentioned when speaking about research: life, family, education, justice, ecol-
ogy, peace. If necessary, one will also need “the courage to speak uncomfortable
truths which do not please public opinion, but which are necessary to safeguard
the authentic good of society.” 46 With deeds more than with words, universi-
ties can be a shining focal point of light.47 

The results of communicating one’s Catholic identity effectively are not
difficult to perceive. Within an institution, it fosters commitment on the part
of professionals; it improves the consistency of the educational program, brings
added motivation, and helps to create a climate of participation and trust. From
the external point of view, the Catholic identity projects an image that attracts
professionals and students who seek this type of environment. These advan-
tages also bring with them obligations: everyone expects a university recog-
nized as Catholic to be consistent with its own principles. The expectations
here can be very high and call for a sustained effort. This is the other face of a
good reputation, which never allows one to rest on one’s laurels.

5. Catholic identity and governance of the university

The strengthening of a university’s Catholic identity is a mission shared by
all the members of the institution. The Christian inspiration is called to per-
meate the corporate culture, and this is possible only through a strong spirit of
collaboration. At the same time, the organisms of government have a special
responsibility in this regard. Initially, those beginning the educational endeav-
or set forth the key structural elements: statutes, regulations and mission state-
ment. When this foundational phase is concluded, those in charge have to
strive to ensure the continuity of these founding ideals.

45. Apostolic Const. Ex Corde Ecclesiae, Part 2, Art. 6, §1.
46. Ibíd., Part 1, no. 32.
47. See Álvaro del Portillo, Homily given at the University of Navarra, September 7, 1991, pub-

lished in Nuestro Tiempo, October, 1991.
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Essentially, the governance of an institution entails the progressive devel-
opment of its mission, with which strategic decisions have to be aligned. A
Catholic identity defines the mission of these universities and therefore also
inspires their strategies and projects. Therefore, the academic authorities need
to integrate into their work of governing the aspects that relate to this Catholic
identity, with particular attention to all that refers to the hiring and training of
the professional staff.

An important part of government involves setting up mechanisms for eval-
uation that will show whether the institution is advancing in the right direc-
tion. Measures need to be provided for the compiling of data that give precise
knowledge of the actual effectiveness of the decisions taken by the administra-
tion and that facilitate the required reflection on this data. It is always easier to
evaluate tangible elements than intangible ones; it is easier to evaluate its
financial status than the university’s fidelity to its mission statement. But dif-
ficulties are always an invitation to creativity. It is important to identify the
indicators that reveal its real situation in this regard.

Effective evaluation brings with it both knowledge and self-critique. And
it is incompatible with self-complacency, and even more so with the self-
deception that might stem from a poorly understood desire to avoid problems
or transmit a positive image. Such evaluation implies an openness to change,
the imagination to explore new paths for improvement, always with the
corporate mission in view. In short, it imparts realism to decisions and a
capacity for innovation.

Conclusion

We have tried here to sketch some key points regarding the communica-
tion of a university’s Catholic identity. As we said at the beginning, a
Catholic identity is formulated in an explicit way, and expressed in the cor-
porate culture and public discourse. After this analysis, the reader might be
left with the impression that communicating a Catholic identity is an ardu-
ous and complex task. However, the opposite is the case: the deepest Catholic
identity is one that is lived with the greatest naturalness; the best communi-
cation is the simplest and clearest.

We will end with some words of Benedict XVI. Although the Pope was
here answering a different question (namely, how faculties of philosophy and
theology can fulfill their mission), we can understand it as a response to one of
the questions we posed at the beginning: how can we succeed in making its
Catholic inspiration permeate the culture of a university and communicate it
successfully? “This is a question which must be constantly worked at, and is
never asked and answered once and for all. So, at this point, I cannot offer a
satisfactory answer either, but only an invitation to continue exploring the
question—exploring in company with the great minds throughout history that
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have grappled and researched, engaging with their answers and their passion
for the truth that invariably points beyond each individual answer.” 48

The question about the Catholic identity of a university and the attempt
to answer it correspond to each of the professionals who have chosen the uni-
versity as a life project. They will always find themselves striving to make
progress, spurred by a love for the truth and the example of wise men and
women. In showing forth the beauty of a Catholic identity, they are providing
a valuable service to the entire university community. And they in turn receive
the gift of “a life filled with meaning.” 49
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48. Benedict XVI, Address to La Sapienza University of Rome, January 17, 2008.
49. Benedict XVI, Discourse in El Escorial, August 19, 2011.
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